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Society Politics Behavior is the main theme of this research. It's very important as far as local politics growth in East Java region, and yet in Indonesia after walking reform era. Term of participation blows so fast among national politics developing, besides mobilization developed around patrimonial society.

Sampang is the most dynamic regency in Madura Island. The general or common truth has been understood, because historical factor since VOC’s imperialism located its regency as the most crucial and dynamic area. By nowadays, there are so many issues in this regency such as Nipah, 1997 General Re-election, and Sampang Regent Election. Its example show us that Sampang area come from conflict condition.

This research has a really starting point based on principle questions. First, How depth the participation and mobilization phenomena should be explored. Second, What are the tended factors of Sampang society politics behavior.

Passing this research, there are two phenomena in Sampang regent election, that are either mobilization or participation. And there are so many tended factors, that are historical, sociological, psychological, and political.
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